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Vale Pisão-Nature Resort is 
a project of substantial size 
(150 hectares), aimed at the 
preservation and coexistence 
with the environment, based on 
a tourism and real estate project 
with a wide range of equipments.

Already considered a unique 
development in the Northern 
Portugal region, Vale Pisão 
provides its visitors and residents 
with services and products of the 
highest quality.

In addition to the overall quality of 
this project and the diversity of its 
component areas, its completion 
is particularly interesting for the 
region, offering opportunities 
for the sustainable development 
of Vale do Ave, either by its urban 
design or by its tourism and 
leisure components. 

As a high quality tourism 
and real estate project in 
the Porto Metropolitan Area, 
the development has been 
distinguished for its excellence 
and uniqueness with the SUCRE 
Award in 2008.

I. VALE PISÃO

TOTAL AREA: 150 hectares
OVERALL GROSS CONSTRUCTION AREA: 147,000 sqm
PLANNED HOUSING UNITS: 448 
COMPLETED HOUSES: 140
 
GOLF COURSE 9 + 9 HOLES 
CLUB-HOUSE 
1 HOTEL EQUIPMENT 
1 SCHOOL EQUIPMENT



Located north of the city of Porto and 
to the south of the city of Santo Tirso, 
the project is very well connected, 
with major road networks that ensure 
excellent mobility in all directions, with 
immediate links to the A1, A3, A4 and 
IC24-A41 motorways.

The CREP - Regional Porto Ring Road 
(A41) is a privileged access way to 
the city of Porto and the Francisco Sá 
Carneiro Airport.

Vale Pisão - Nature Resort creates the 
difference between residing and living. 
Presently there are about one hundred 
families living in Vale Pisão, breeding life 
to the resort, along with all the players 
and golf lovers. It´s in this safe and 
well maintained environment, where 
superb views, silence and nature, give 
its residents the impression that the 
city is far away, although it is only a 15 
minute drive.

From Vale Pisão there is easy access to 
one of the most beautiful and diverse 
regions in Portugal - Minho and Northern 
Portugal.

Visit the city of Braga and its lively 
historic center, known in Roman times 
as Bracara Augusta and seat of the 
Portuguese episcopate in the 12th 
century. The long history of Braga is 
visible through its monuments and 
churches - the Cathedral displays various 
styles, from Romanesque to Baroque - 
Bom Jesus, also boasting fine houses, 
particularly from the 18th century, 
elaborate gardens and parks.

Visit the city of Guimarães, “the nation’s 
cradle”, with a glorious historical past, 
whose history is linked to the foundation 
of the Portuguese national identity; an 
exceptionally well preserved city that 
reflects the evolution of some private 
buildings from medieval times to the 
present, considered an UNESCO World 
Heritage Site since 2001, also known by 
the succession of squares that make up 
the historical center, with a mandatory 
visit to the castle.

Visit also the Vinho Verde Wine Region 
by visiting some estates – Traditional 
Portuguese “Solares” - offering the 
pleasure of a unique, elegant, aromatic 
and refreshing product - Vinho Verde - 
a way to discover the Northwest region 
of Portugal, through the Wine and its 
Culture.

In the North you may still indulge 
yourself with a visit to a world heritage 
site, home of the first trademark dating 
back to the mid-18th century: the Alto 
Douro Wine Region with its fantastic 
Estates, the dramatic views of the river 
and its banks and the cellars where Port 
Wine is made.

If you are looking for a beach vacation 
you can cover an 80 km stretch of 
beaches with fine white sand from 
Caminha to Porto.

And what about living near Porto, the city 
considered a UNESCO World Heritage 
site, the capital of a region of 1.2 million 
inhabitants and often referred to as one 
of the most interesting places to visit by 
several European magazines and travel 
agencies?
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The entire set of equipments (golf course, club-house) 
and services (restaurant / lounge bar) that stimulate the 
development within the Vale Pisão resort were conceived 
based on the principles of complementarity and sustainability.

The existing 9-hole Golf Course and the proposed extension 
to 18 holes endeavours to maintain the intimate relationship 
between it and the other spaces that make up the resort, 
by taking advantage of the immense green area that the 
course offers, as well as the landscaping areas, benefitting 
the housing ensemble and equipments.

Taking advantage of an ancient ruin located right on the 
golf course and with a privileged view of the entire valley, 
an exquisite Country House will be built with room for about 
twenty guests. In this prominent building, a multifunctional 
space will be created, dedicated to the coexistence with 

nature, including the health and wellness components, 
healthy sport with a stunning landscape and unique in the 
region.

The Restaurant/Lounge-Bar located in the Club-House 
and in close relationship with the events associated with 
the Golf Course has been designed to give comfort and 
well-being to the residents and visitors of Vale Pisão. It’s 
currently open, providing a complete and diverse range, with 
excellent service, with day-by-day supervision, allowing the 
specific scheduling of cultural and business events, and the 
development of the social activities in Vale Pisão.

The Green Park extends for about 50 hectares providing, free 
of charge, visitors and residents the opportunity to immerse 
themselves in nature.





As a high quality project the Villas have a prime location and are organically arranged 
around the Golf Course with pool and garden area. The low density and the excellence of 
the chosen materials represent a unique opportunity to those looking to live with quality. 
The multiplicity of housing types, from 3 to 5 bedrooms, makes Vale Pisão a forward-
looking project, that integrates the individual preferences of each client.

IV. REAL ESTATE PROJECT





The aparthotel will be located right after the resort entrance, with the 
possibility to be designed according to your wishes and needs.

Tell us what your needs are, what kind of common areas would you like to 
have? What are your requirements for the apartments?
Do you prefer your own private pool, or share it with other residents of Vale 
Pisão?

Given that the Urbanization Contract offers us flexibility in the construction 
area for the Aparthotel, we can allocate up to 12,000 sqm and design a four-
story building with 120 apartments, with an average area of 70 sqm.

Its residents will benefit from a range of diverse services, taking advantage 
of the various equipments available in Vale Pisão.

You will have at your disposal a set of services with regard to the management 
of the Asset. Our permanent team on-site will take care of maintenance, 
gardening, safety and all kinds of services you need.

Our team of consultant designers is ready to work in close collaboration 
with you to ensure the perfect match between your expectations and the 
final product.

APARTHOTEL SITE AREA: 11,422 sqm 
GROSS CONSTRUCTION AREA: 12,000 sqm 
NUMBER OF APARTMENTS: 120 
NUMBER OF FLOORS: 4

V. APARTHOTEL
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VALE PISÃO 
4825-102 Água Longa - Santo Tirso
Portugal
T(+351) 22 969 85 50
comercial@valepisao.com
www.valepisao.com

GFH – SGPS, S.A.
Av. da Boavista, 3067
4100-136 PORTO
T(+351) 22 619 73 00
F(+351) 22 619 73 09
geral@gfh-sgps.com
www.gfh-sgps.com
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